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Production of radioactive ion beams using the in-flight technique
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Reactions with a heavy projectile incident on a light target can be used for the efficient in-flight
production of secondary radioactive beams. An overview of this technique is given using data on17F
beams produced via thep(17O,17F)n andd(16O,17F)n reactions. With primary16,17O beam currents
of 100 pnA, intensities of up to 23106 17F/s on target were achieved. Using this beam, the
p(17F,a)14O reaction was measured. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been an increased interest in ex
ments with beams of short-lived radioactive nuclei addre
ing questions in areas of nuclear structure, nuclear astrop
ics, and fundamental interactions. While measurements
tritium and 14C had been performed in the past, a wid
spectrum of radioactive beams has been used during the
ten years.1,2

Most of the shorter-lived radioactive beams are p
duced presently either via the isotope-separation-on
technique,3–5 or the projectile-fragmentation method.5 In the
former, activities are produced with a driver accelerator o
reactor and are subsequently accelerated with another
chine. In the latter, a primary heavy-ion beam of several t
of mega-electron-volts per nucleon is fragmented in a
mary target and the resulting fragments, following elect
magnetic selection, are then directly used for experime
The in-flight technique is similar to the fragmentatio
method and has been used previously at vari
laboratories.6–9 It provides isotopes close to stability withou
limitations due to lifetimes or chemical properties. In ad
tion, it allows for an easy variation of the energy of th
reaction products within a certain range and can be im
mented in existing heavy-ion accelerators.6–9 These advan-
tages come at the price of the restrictions on beam qua
and on ion species that can be produced.

The basic principle and parameters associated with
technique are described in Sec. II. Details of the produc
target are given in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, both a simple and
more elaborate beam transport scheme are described a
brief overview of the tuning process is given.
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II. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS OF THE IN-FLIGHT
PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE

In the in-flight production technique~Fig. 1!, nuclear
reactions in a ‘‘primary’’ or ‘‘production’’ target are used t
transform heavy ions from an intense primary beam into
desired radioactive, secondary beam. For a beam of he
ions incident on a low-mass target, the energies of the re
tion products and of the incident ions are usually com
rable. The challenge for the beam transport system~BTS! is
to provide an efficient mechanism for suppressing the inte
primary beam transmitted through the primary target wh
efficiently transporting the secondary beam.

In the following, the production of a secondary17F beam
via the d(16O,17F)n reaction is used as an example. T
secondary particles are distributed in phase space with
characteristic parameters energyE, time t and angleu with
respect to the beam axis. Assuming radial symmetry,
particle position~x,y! in the plane perpendicular to the bea
direction can be replaced by the radial distancer from the
beam axis. Considering here only the transport of second
ions in a single charge state, the yield functionY(E,u,r ,t)
defines the distribution of17F91 ions in phase space at th
secondarytarget.Y(E,u,r ,t) depends on the distribution o
these ions after theprimary target, described by the functio
S(E,u,r ,t) and on a transport operatorT(E,u,r ,t) that se-
lects and moves particles in phase space,10 i.e., Y5T$S%. T
represents a combination of a transport map and an ac
tance function. To understand and predictY, detailed knowl-
edge ofS and T, beyond characterization in terms of em
tance, is required.

A. The source distribution S at the target

For a given primary beam energy, the total number
product particlesStot in S is determined by the reaction cros
sections, together with the areal particle densityt0 of the
primary target and the primary beam currentI beam. To cal-
culate Stot one has to integrate over the energy depend
cross sections(E) as a function of the deptht in the target,
s(t)dt5s(E)dEdt/dE:

e,
© 2000 American Institute of Physics
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Stot5I beam̂ st0&5I beamE
0

t0
s~E!dE

dt

dE
. ~1!

The stopping powerdE/dt in the target depends on a
chemical components in the target layer in which reacti
take place. Therefore, targets with a different chemical co
position can result in different̂st0& for the same primary
beam energy and the same densityt0 . For slowly varying
cross sectionss(E) in the energy range of interest,Stot is
given by the product oft0s(Emid)I beam, whereEmid is the
energy at midtarget. Some total production cross sections
the p(17O,17F)n ~Refs. 11 and 12! and d(16O,17F)n ~Ref.
13! reactions are shown in Fig. 2.

1. The energy and angle dependence of S „E,u…

The energy and angle dependence ofS(E,u) is deter-
mined by the reaction kinematics, the differential react
cross sections(E,u), the energy and angular spread of t
incident 17O beam, and the properties of the primary targ
In general, no analytic expression forS(E,u) can be given.
Rather, it has to be calculated with a Monte Carlo simu
tion. The angle and energy spreads of the primary beam
usually small compared to the corresponding properties
the secondary beam and will therefore be neglected. A
we will not elaborate on the fact that the16O(d,n)17F reac-
tion also populates the first excited state in17F at Ex

5495 keV.
First, the effect of the reaction kinematics on the dep

dence ofS on E andu will be considered.S(E,u) for a 17F
beam produced via thed(16O,17F)n reaction is shown in Fig.
3. In the laboratory system, for constant differential cro
sectionsds/dVCM ,S(E) is rectangular~solid line!, while
S(u) exhibits a sharp peak at the maximum kinematic re
tion angleumax. Unlike the angular distributionds/dV,S(u)
has to be 0 at 0°, as a consequence of the differential a
ratio du/dV.

The effect of an angular distributionds/dVCM in the
case of the16O(d,n)17F reaction14,15 is shown in Fig. 3 by
the dashed lines. In this case, the cross section is forw
peaked, which has a drastic impact onS(E): a large portion
of the reaction products is shifted towards higher energ
The impact onS(u) is less pronounced: while the slope
small angles is steeper, most of the yield remains at la
angles.

Straggling and energy losses in the thick primary tar
impact S(E) and S(u) by slowing and deflecting particle
both before and after a reaction. The straggling in angle
energy varies with the square root of the target thickne

FIG. 1. Schematic of the in-flight production technique.
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while the total energy loss is linear with the thickness. T
Monte Carlo codeTRIM16 was used to simulate these effec
The dotted lines in Fig. 3 show the impact of these effec
To demonstrate these effects in isolation,ds/dVCM was as-
sumed to be constant. The distributionS(E) is shifted as a
whole to lower energies by the energy loss, with increa
width and slight tails at high energies and a slow falloff
low energies. The sharp kinematic peak inS(u) is broadened
by particles scattered to smaller and, mostly, larger ang
through small angle scattering. While the energy straggl
is a relatively small effect compared to the width ofS(E)
from the reaction kinematics, the small angle scattering
be of the same magnitude as the reaction opening angle

Additional distortions of the kinematic distribution aris
from several second order energy loss effects in the tar
Reactions take place at different depths~and thus at different
energies! in the target, creating particles with different ope
ing cones and kinematic energy spreads. The specific s
ping powers of the primary and the secondary beams
their energy dependence give rise to further modificatio
Secondary particles produced near the first layer of the ta
have to travel through the rest of the material as a differ
species, experiencing a different stopping power than
mary beam ions that react near the last layer of the target
the same time, particles corresponding to the high ene
~forward! solution lose less energy than those correspond
to the backward solution on the way out of the target. Es
cially for the backward solution, the kinematically define
relationship between angle and energy of the second
beam particles is considerably weakened. Figure 4 shows
results of a Monte Carlo simulation of these effects for17F
ions produced with a 75 MeV16O beam bombarding a 1.6
mg/cm2 D2 target.

2. The radius and time dependence of S „r ,t …

For S(r ) andS(t) the physical length of the productio
target is the most important factor. The width ofS(r ) is
given to a good approximation by the width of the rad
distribution of the primary beam incident on the prima
target plus a second term, which depends to first order
early on the length of the target.

FIG. 2. Cross sections for the production of17F as a function of the beam
energy using thep(17O, 17F!n and d(16O, 17F!n reactions. The data shown
were taken from Refs. 11–13. The lines are drawn to guide the eye.
P license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. S(E) ~top! andS(u) ~lower right! for 17F from the16O(d,n)17F reaction with a 67 MeV16O beam incident on a thin~0.01 mg/cm2! and a thick~1.6
mg/cm2!, windowless deuterium target. The kinematic situation is shown along with the measured angular distributionds/dVCM ~see Refs. 14 and 15! in the
center of mass system. Solid lines:ds/dVCM isotropic, thin target. Dashed lines: experimentalds/dVCM , thin target. Dotted lines: isotropicds/dVCM with
energy loss and straggling effects, thick target.
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For most purposes, the time dependence ofS(t) can be
assumed to be identical to the time structure of the prim
beam, if the target does not extend more than a few centi
ters in the beam direction. In linear accelerator systems w
radio frequency cavities and debunching capabilities, the
mary beam has a sharply defined time structure with bu
lengths of 200 ps@full width at half maximum~FWHM!# or
less. In such systems, especially in an arrangement with l
angular acceptance, even a moderately extended target
few centimeters can have a significant influence onS(t).
This arises from the different locations in the target, wh
particles of distributed energies are created and from the
ferent masses and stopping powers of the primary and
ondary beam ions. For particles emerging with the same
ergy from a moderately extended target, the time distribut
width is given by a constant term of the order of the tim
width of the beam bunches plus a second term which, t
good approximation, increases linearly with the length of
target. A Monte Carlo simulation for thed(16O,17F)n reac-
tion in a 3.5 cm long D2 target ~1.6 mg/cm2, 76 MeV 16O
beam, bunch width 0 ps! yielded a 60 ps bunch width for17F
particles of 6560.25 MeV. With the same parameters, t
ions emerging at 65 MeV from a 7 cmlong target are dis-
tributed over 120 ps.

B. Transport considerations

Which part of the distributionS(E,u,r ,t) can actually be
used depends on the beam quality required in the spe
experiment~i.e., whichE, u, r, andt are acceptable! and on
Downloaded 22 Jun 2010 to 130.202.98.92. Redistribution subject to AI
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the ability of the BTS to move as much as possible ofS into
the acceptance window. Many nuclear physics experime
require a well-defined projectile energy and angle as wel
a small beam spot. At the same time, the intenseg, x ray and
neutron radiation at the production target potentially int
feres with experimental arrangements. To physically sepa
the production target from the secondary target and to c

FIG. 4. The effect of the stopping power dependence onZ andE of an ion.
The points are the results of a Monte Carlo simulation of the distribution
17F ions produced by a 75 MeV16O beam incident on a 1.6 mg/cm2 deute-
rium target in a plot ofu vs E. The solid line indicates the kinematic curv
for reactions in the first layer of the target. The dotted lines show the k
matic curves for particles generated in the first layer of the target a
leaving the system and for particles generated in the last layer of the ta
P license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 5. Results of a Monte Carlo simulation ofS(stot510 000) andY for the setup used at Argonne.17F91 ions are produced via thed(16O, 17F)n reaction in
a 1.6 mg/cm2 D2 gas target of 3.5 cm length with 1.9 mg/cm2 HAVAR™ windows. The resultingS(E,u,r ,t) is shown in the two upper panels.S is then used
as input for a radially symmetric transport code simulating the impact of a debunching resonator and of the beam-optical elements and apertures loed in the
15 m long path between the primary and the secondary targets. The calculated transport efficiency is 5.9%.
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trol the quality of the secondary beam, a number of opti
components like solenoids, magnetic dipoles, and qua
poles as well as debunching resonators can be used. The
and thusT in the equationY5T(S) moves particles in phas
space from a location inS to a desired position in
Y(E,u,r ,t).

The transport efficiency is defined as the fraction of
secondary particles whose parameters do not exceed
maximum allowed values for energy deviationDEmax, inci-
dent angleumax and radius from the beam axisr max on the
secondary target. An upper limit on the transport efficien
can be obtained by comparing the productumaxrmax with eSt,
the particle-normalized integral overr timesu of the source
distribution S. «Sl is a quantity closely related to the tran
verse emittance of the product distribution, and we drop
distinction even though the phase space population is n
statical. This integral is generally approximated by a s
over the properties of the particles created in a Monte C
simulation of the target. If the productumax3rmax is smaller
thaneSt, only part of the distributionScan be transported to
the target station.

In rf accelerators, such as the ATLAS linac, there is
correlation between the velocity and the time of arrival o
particle at a given location in the BTS. This makes it po
sible to use a rf field to manipulate the longitudinal pha
space and, thus, to reduce the energy spread of the rea
products. Limitations may arise from the achievable elec
fields as well as from phase-space population. Numerica
this can be quantified by the normalized integral«Sl over the
velocity deviationDv times the deviation in timeDt of a
Downloaded 22 Jun 2010 to 130.202.98.92. Redistribution subject to AI
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certain particle from the centroid of the distribution,«Sl is
closely related to the longitudinal emittance. The nonline
effects of the rf field of the debunching resonator limit t
maximal usefulDt, and therefore the minimum achievab
DE. A limit of the transport efficiency can be obtained b
comparing thisDE with DEmax. In a full calculation of the
total transport efficiency, phase-space related limits hav
be combined with cuts arising from geometrical limitatio
in the BTS.

Figure 5 presents phase space diagrams forS~upper pan-
els! and Y ~lower panels! from a Monte Carlo calculation
simulating a 1.6 mg/cm2D2 gas target with a length of 3.5 cm
and HAVAR™ entrance and exit windows of 1.9 mg/cm2

thickness, using thed(16O,17F)n reaction. The 10 000 par
ticles were generated and used as an input for the rad
symmetric transport codeLINRAY .17 LINRAY simulated the
effects of the 15 m long BTS between the primary and s
ondary target, including the debunching resonator and
optical elements as well as the geometric limitations t
cause particle losses. Details of the ion-optical arrangem
used at ATLAS are given in Sec. IV B. Thus, the progra
represented an approximation of the operatorT, acting onS
and calculating the expectedY that contained in this case 59
transported particles. The predicted transport efficiency
5.9% for17F91, which corresponds to an overall efficiency
3.3% by accounting for the charge state distribution, is
reasonable agreement with the experimental obser
;2.5%. The discrepancy is most likely caused by a reduc
of the effective target thickness due to local heating of the2
P license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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gas along the beam axis and to the effects of quadru
magnets which were modeled as radially symmetric lense
is interesting to note that the initial ‘‘hole’’ aroundS(u
50,r 50) is preserved through the transport and transla
into a similar feature inY(u,r ).

The calculated energy distributionY(E) of the particles
at the secondary target is compared with a measured d
bution at 65 MeV in Fig. 6. For a realistic time width o
Dt5175 ps for beam pulses incident on the gas cell tar
an energy spread of;400 keV~FWHM! is obtained, in good
agreement with the experimental results. The experime
data show a slight tail on the high energy side~Fig. 6! which
can be explained by a minor error in the rf phase of
bunching and debunching resonators, magnified by nonlin
effects in the rf field of the second resonator acting on a w
time distribution.

C. Typical requirements for reactions and production
targets

For nuclear physics experiments, the usual requirem
on the secondary beams are: high beam currents, a s
beam spot, a small angle spread of the incoming project
and a small energy spread. Based on the discussion in S
II A and II D, this translates into several general requi
ments for the efficient production of a given radioacti
beam.

~1! In some cases, there is a choice between severa
actions to produce the same secondary beam. Inverse
tions ~heavy beams on light targets! such as inverse~p,n!,
~d,n!, or (He,d) processes, preferably with negativeQ val-
ues, should be chosen because of the narrow opening a
of the reaction products in the laboratory system. Forwa
peaked differential cross sections are an advantage. Unfa
able values of these parameters for a specific reaction ma
offset by a larger total cross-section.

~2! The angle and energy acceptance of the BTS sho
be as large as possible. Even for inverse reactions, the o

FIG. 6. Comparison between the simulated~hatched peak! and the observed
~bold line! energy distributionsY(E) on the secondary target, normalized
each other. The17F beam energy was 65 MeV.
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ing angles with respect to the beam axis are of the orde
degrees and the energy spread is typically several m
electron-volts.

~3! The size of the beam spot on the primary targ
should be small. In the case of an rf-based accelerator sys
with energy debunching capabilities, there should be a ti
time focus at the primary target. These conditions minim
«St and«Sl .

~4! The primary target should be designed to accept
large a beam current as possible.

~5! The primary target should induce as little small-ang
straggling as possible.

~6! The primary target should be short. Since the wid
of S(r ) increases linearly with the physical length of th
target,«St also increases linearly with this quantity.

~7! The primary target should have a high isotopic co
centration in its active area. Because of the increased en
loss, compounds containing the target nucleus represen
inferior choice compared to isotopically pure material.

~8! Passive layers~windows!, especially on the exit side
of the target, should be as thin as possible. Thick windo
induce increased small angle straggling, thus increasing«St.
They widen the energy distribution of the products, there
increasing«Sl . They also increase the energy loss of t
primary beam, raising the total heat load on the target ass
bly. Increased straggling of the transmitted primary be
causes more secondary beam contamination due to en
tails of the primary beam.

III. THE PRIMARY GAS TARGET

From the requirements given in Sec. II C, hydrogen a
helium are the preferred target materials. There are no
compounds, and H-rich compounds~e.g., CH2! cannot with-
stand the thermal stress induced by intense primary bea
To circumvent these problems, stacks of three gas tar
with metal windows were used in our experiments~Fig. 7,
right!.

As shown schematically in Fig. 7~left!, each target cell
consists of a double-walled cylinder with 2.54 cm inner d
ameter, and a length of either 7.5 or 3.5 cm. The volu
between the walls can be filled with a circulating coolin
liquid ~liquid nitrogen or a mixture of water and alcohol!.
The windows consisted of 1.9 mg/cm2 HAVAR™ ~a cobalt–
chromium–nickel alloy! foils which were soldered to a stain
less steel ring with an inner diameter of 1.3 cm. These ri
were mounted on the gas cells using an indium gasket.
pressure in the gas cells ranged from 400 to 800 h Pa. A
pnA, 90 MeV17O beam deposits about 0.5 W in the entran
and the exit foils within a spot of 1–4 mm2. Under these
thermal, mechanical, and radiation stresses, the lifetime
the HAVAR-foils ranged from 6 to 80 h, depending on th
beam spot size and the degree of cooling. The surviva
these windows determined the maximum current used du
the experiments. While defocusing the beam was not pra
cal for reasons of transport efficiency, cooling the cells
liquid nitrogen temperature greatly increased the lifetime
the windows and resulted in targets with higher density at
same pressure. In order to eliminate the need for opening
P license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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beam line system after a window failure, two sets of th
gas cells were mounted on separate linear translation sta
More details on the cells, windows and the pressure reg
tion system will be given in a forthcoming publication.18

IV. PRODUCTION SETUPS AT ATLAS

A. Initial configuration

The gas cell was initially installed in front of the 22
bending magnet leading to the Enge split-pole spectrogr
at the ATLAS accelerator at Argonne National Laboratory19

The angular acceptance for the secondary beam produc
the gas cell was limited to approximately 0.55° due to ap
tures in the beam line, thus severely reducing the trans
efficiency of the17F beam. The acceptance was further
duced by the energy spread of the reaction products.
products of thed(16O,17F)n reaction with a 90 MeV beam
on the gas cell, the total transport efficiency of the beam
was estimated to be approximately 1% in this configurati
Including a 60% stripping efficiency into the 91 charge state
of 17F, the maximum possible transmission efficiency w
expected to be 0.6%.

In this configuration,20 17F beams with energies betwee
55–100 MeV were produced. Thed(16O,17F) reaction was
used for17F energies below 60 MeV while thep(17O,17F)n
reaction was preferred for secondary energies above
MeV. The average17F beam intensity was 700~s pnA!21 and
corresponded to a beam transport efficiency of appro
mately 0.3%. With a primary16O beam of up to 250 pnA
rates of 23105 17F/s on the secondary target were achiev
The beam spot on the secondary target was 0.8 cm2 in area,
limited by a circular aperture. The principal contaminants
the 17F beam were energy-degraded primary beam partic
i.e., 17O or 16O ions with the same magnetic rigidity. The
intensities varied between 10% and 50% of the total seco
ary beam, depending on the actual tune of the accelerato
representative spectrum obtained with this system is sh
in Fig. 8.

B. Improved configuration

A new production and transport configuration used
recent experiments21 is shown in Fig. 9. The production tar
get has been moved upstream by approximately 5 m, pla

FIG. 7. Left: Schematic cross section of a set of three cylindrical gas tar
with cooling and gas supply lines. Right: A photograph of two sets of th
cells each, with length of 7.5 and 3.5 cm, respectively.
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it between two existing ATLAS superconducting resonat
and just in front of a newly installed 2.2 T superconducti
solenoid which was installed to increase the angular acc
tance. It was mounted in such a way that it could be mov
over a 0.63 m distance along the beam axis. This allo
optimal placement of the device for different kinematic
conditions. This geometry is a compromise between the n
for a sufficiently small beam envelope, as the17F particles
travel through the 2.54 cm diameter collimator of the seco
rf cavity, and the need to minimize the divergence of the io
so that as much secondary beam as possible can be cap
and refocused by the optical elements in the spectrogr
beam line. The distance between the gas cell and the ta
used in the experiment is about 15 m, corresponding t
time-of-flight of 550 ns for 65 MeV17F ions.

A superconducting ‘‘bunching’’ resonator located 10
upstream from the production target was used to provid
time focus of the primary beam at the gas cell. This mi
mized the longitudinal emittance of the secondary beam.
resulting strong energy-time correlation aftera 3 m drift
from the target to the second rf cavity was then employed
reduce the energy spread with the second resonator. Ex
mentally, we found that using only the second ‘‘debunc
ing’’ resonator increased the transmitted beam by ab

ts
e

FIG. 8. Energy spectrum of a17F beam produced with thep(17O, 17F)n
reaction using the first generation setup. The secondary17F beam and oxy-
gen contaminants from primary beam tails with the same magnetic rigi
are clearly seen.

FIG. 9. Improved production configuration showing the impact of an ad
superconducting solenoid and a pair of resonators on both the primary
secondary beam bunches. While the solenoid focuses the beam in trans
direction, the resonator pair reduces the energy spread of the reaction
ucts and moves more of them into the momentum acceptance of the ben
magnet.
P license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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10%–20%, but that using both resonators yielded an
provement by a factor of 2 in beam current compared
optimization with only the superconducting solenoid. In th
configuration, the total transport efficiency was measured
be 2.5%, yielding a maximum intensity of 23106 17F/s on
the secondary target. At the same time, the energy resolu
of the beam was improved from;1.2 MeV FWHM to better
than 400 keV~Fig. 6!. It is worth noting that this 400 keV
energy spread translates into a spread of only 23 keV in
center of mass for thep(17F,14O)a reaction which is of as-
trophysics interest.21 The importance of achieving a tim
waist for the final17F energy spread is shown by the calc
lation presented in Fig. 10. Details of the experiment and
beam normalization can be found in Ref. 21.

The phase of the second rf cavity can also be adjuste
change the energy of the17F91 beam over a range of approx
mately 65 MeV, while still maintaining a small energ
spread. This feature allows to choose the production ene
based partially on the secondary beam yield rather than
the required secondary energy. Also, scanning excita
functions can be achieved by using the second rf cavity.

FIG. 10. Calculated achievable energy spread as a function of the
width of the beam pulses on the primary target. The dashed line is draw
guide the eye.
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The beam backgrounds observed in the new configu
tion were qualitatively different from the backgrounds in t
original setup. While in most cases the primary beam leak
through was reduced well below the 10% level, products
parasitic reactions in the primary target became relativ
more important~e.g., 17O from the d(16O,17O)p reaction!.
The total contamination of the beam was between 10%
50%.

C. Tuning

Since the process of tuning the radioactive second
beam onto the target is nontrivial, a brief overview of t
procedure used in the experiments is given here. In a
step, a weak primary beam~e.g.,16O81! transmitted through
the gas target was tuned to the secondary target position.
small-angle straggling caused a considerable divergence
lowing to optimize the setting of the beamline compone
~solenoid and quadrupole doublets! in a configuration similar
to that required for the transport of17F91.

In the second step, all magnetic elements after the
mary target were scaled from the magnetic rigidityBr
5p/Q of the primary beam~e.g., 16O81 at 70 MeV! to the
rigidity of the secondary beam~e.g.,17F91 at 65 MeV!. The
primary beam intensity was then increased to a curren
100 pnA and a 1:1000 attenuator was inserted after the
bending magnet. This procedure reduced the expected17F
rate on the secondary target to;103 pps, allowing the use of
the focal plane counter in the split pole spectrograph po
tioned at 0° to directly analyze the beam with respect
mass,Z and energy. The17F yield measured at the foca
plane was subsequently optimized by fine tuning the vari
elements of the BTS. For this purpose, the output of
energy amplifier and the same signal digitized with a cust
built multichannel analyzer were passed to the acceler
control room. It should be noted that the increased be
current in the final step of tuning is crucial because heat
effects change the effective target density on the beam
and thereby alterS(E).

e
to
TABLE I. Data for secondary beams produced at ATLAS with the in-flight technique.

Beam
Production

reaction

Secondary
energy1

half width at half
maximum@MeV#

Intensity
~pps per pnA

primary beam!

Bakcgrounds
@fract. of total

beam~%!#

25Al 24Mg(d,n)25Al 204 13103 24Mg~50!
60.8 25Mg~,1!

25Al 25Mg(p,n)25Al 180 23103 25Mg~20!
61.5 24Mg~,1!

21Na 20Ne(d,n)21Na 113 43103 20Ne~50!
60.5 21Ne~,0.1!

18F~,0.1!
21Na 21Ne(p,n)21Na 113 83103 21Ne~40!

60.3 20Ne~,0.1!

17F d~16O,17F!n 40–65 23104 17O~10!
60.2 ~Intensity achieved 23106) 16O~10–30!

17F p~17O,17F!n 60–110 23104 17O~10–30!
60.2 ~Intensity achieved 23106! 14N~2!
P license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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V. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
17F was the first beam of short-lived ions produced a

successfully used in physics experiments20,21at ATLAS. Re-
cently, beams of21Na and25Al have been developed as we
Initial tests with~d,n! and a~p,n! reactions were performed
A brief overview of the results is shown in Table I.

This technique for producing beams of short-lived nuc
can be applied to many other isotopes. In the mass ra
below 56Ni, there are more than 50 radioactive beams t
can be produced by~p,n!, ~d,n!, or ~p,d! reactions. The sec
ondary beam intensities depend on the parameters discu
above and on the efficiency of the mechanism to separate
primary from the secondary beam. The available prim
beam intensity and the ability of the primary target to wit
stand thermal and radiation stresses pose specific tech
limits. For light elements (Z<10), the gas cell target ca
withstand currents in excess of 100 pnA. However, the
creasing energy loss for heavier primary beams will beco
a limiting factor for the secondary beam intensities that c
be achieved. A possible improvement is the use of gas
gets with plasma windows22 which would eliminate this re-
striction. Tests of such a system are presently being
formed.

An alternative mechanism to separate the primary
secondary beams is the use of a shadow bar as describ
Ref. 6. Such a device in combination with the selection
the magnetic rigidityBr should provide cleaner seconda
beams, especially in systems with higher nuclear chargeZ. A
development effort to build a remotely controlled shad
bar with cooling capability and variable solid angle covera
is under consideration.
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